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House narrowly passes $3.3 billion in military aid to
Israel, includes new oversight provision

The U.S. Capitol building. Credit: Tupungato/Shutterstock.

By Dmitriy Shapiro

(JNS) – Last Wednesday, the U.S.
House of Representatives narrowly
passed its fiscal year 2022 State, Foreign Operations and Related Programs
Appropriations Act, providing funding
for America’s overseas interests for the
upcoming year.
The bill, which was advised by numerous pro-Israel organizations, includes $3.3 billion in security assistance
to Israel as one of its key provisions as
outlined in the 2016 Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the two
countries.
The bill passed by a vote of 217-212
on partisan lines, opposed unanimously
by Republicans.
Three progressive Democrats also
opposed the bill, including Reps.

Cori Bush (D-Mo.), Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) and Rashida Tlaib
(D-Mich.).
AIPAC celebrated the bill’s passage,
pointing out that the Israel aid was
passed without conditions, which have
in recent months been called for by progressive Democrats.
“This critical funding, with no added
political conditions, reflects the strong
bipartisan support for Israel’s security
in Congress and the Biden administration,” AIPAC wrote in a news release,
before thanking the representatives who
actively sought the pro-Israel provisions
in the bill.
AIPAC also urged the bill to be taken
up and passed by the Senate.
Other items in the bill that are rele-

vant to Israel included:
• $50 million for the Nita M. Lowey
Middle East Partnership for Peace Act,
which helps build partnerships between
Israelis and Palestinians to help fuel
economic cooperation and support people-to-people, peace-building programs.
• $2 million to promote U.S.-Israel
international development cooperation
to address challenges in the developing
world such as water scarcity, agriculture
and energy storage.
• $6 million – a 20 percent increase
from the previous fiscal year – for the
Middle East Regional Cooperation program to facilitate collaborative research
between Israeli and Arab scientists that
promotes regional development, as part
of the Israeli-Arab normalization movement.
The bill also includes language condemning anti-Israel bias in the United Nations and among the world body’s agencies, as well as a provision requiring new
reports to identify and eliminate anti-Semitic content in Palestinian textbooks.
Additionally, the legislation included
funding for Israel’s regional allies, with
$1.6 billion in funding for Jordan for
both military and economic support, and
$1.3 billion for Egypt as long as it meets
certain conditions laid out in the bill.
An addition to this year’s bill includes
the continuation of funding directed
to the Palestinians. The bill included
$225,000,000 for humanitarian and
development assistance under the Economic Support Fund for the people of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
“The committee … believes such assistance is critical to promoting stability

and democratic governance as well as
re-engaging with Palestinian civil society,” a committee report for the bill
stated.
The line item requires the Secretary
of State to inform the House Appropriations Committee if any use of the assis-

AIPAC celebrated the
bill’s passage, pointing
out that the Israel aid
was passed without
conditions, which
have in recent months
been called for by
progressive Democrats.
tance from the United States is used to
adversity effect or jeopardize the goal of
a two-state solution.
‘The vast majority of Congressional
Democrats remain proudly pro-Israel’
Democratic Majority for Israel [approves] the passing of the bill, saying
that it lays the groundwork for cooperation and peace in the region while
strengthening the U.S.-Israel relationship, but didn’t spare the Republicans
that opposed it.
“It’s hard for those who vote against
every dollar in assistance to Israel to
call themselves ‘pro-Israel’ – yet every
single House Republican voted against
this vital legislation,” DMFI president
and CEO Mark Mellman said in a news
release last Thursday. “Just three Dem(See Bill Page 3)

Miami Marlins Jewish reliever Richard Bleier throws a scoreless
inning on Jewish Heritage Day

By Marvin Glassman

(JTA) – As the lone Jewish player on
the Miami Marlins, relief pitcher Richard Bleier was featured on the team’s
website for its Jewish Heritage Day.
He didn’t disappoint the 12,765 fans
at LoanDepot Park in Miami, many of
whom were on hand for the promotional
event. They cheered Bleier as he entered
the game in the seventh inning with the
home team ahead by seven runs over the
San Diego Padres.
The 34-year-old lefthander, who once
pitched for Team Israel, threw a scoreless inning, setting down the Padres in
order and punctuating his outing with a
strikeout of the last batter. Miami went
on to win the game, 9-3.
“Today was special, and it was an

honor to play on Jewish Heritage Day
and [have] the Marlins acknowledging
the large Jewish community in Miami
and South Florida,” said Bleier, a Miami
Beach native who was raised in nearby
Plantation and now resides with his wife
in Fort Lauderdale.
As part of the festivities, fans received
a commemorative T-shirt and heard the
singing of the Israeli national anthem
along with the U.S. anthem.
The Jewish Heritage Day promotion
was also featured on JewishMiami.org,
the website for the Greater Miami Jewish Federation.
This year’s event was a stark contrast
to the Jewish salute held in 2006 by the
then-named Florida Marlins, when the
promotional material featured Mike Ja-

cobs, a first baseman. Problem was, Jacobs wasn’t Jewish.
Bleier, however, is a bona fide Jew,
having represented Team Israel in the
2013 World Baseball Classic’s qualifying round. He pitched one scoreless
inning in the three games and said he
was proud to represent the Jewish state,
calling it “an experience that I will never forget.”
“I hope to play again for Israel in the
future,” he said. The team competed at
the Tokyo Olympics.
Bleier made his MLB debut in 2016,
at age 29, for the New York Yankees. He
was traded to the Baltimore Orioles in
2017 before coming to the Marlins in
2020.
This season, Bleier has appeared in

43 games and owns a 2-1 record with
an earned run average of 3.00. He has
struck out 29 in 39 innings. HW

Richard Bleier of the Miami
Marlins delivers a pitch in a game
against the San Diego Padres at
LoanDepot park in Miami, July
25, 2021, as the team celebrated
a Jewish Heritage Night. Credit:
Mark Brown/Getty Images
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Iran’s nuclear program a
central pillar of its ‘Shi’ite
revival’ vision
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By Yaakov Lappin

(JNS) – Becoming a nuclear-armed
state is a central aspect of Iran’s “Shi’ite”
revival program, and the Iranian regime
believes that developments are moving
in line with its vision, an Israeli expert
on the Islamic Republic has warned.
Lt. Col. (ret.) Michael Segall, a senior analyst at the Jerusalem Center for
Public Affairs, told JNS that it is important for policymakers to understand the
mindset of the Iranian regime.
“They believe in the Shi’ite revival.
It’s important to grasp the importance
they attach to this goal,” Segall told
JNS.
Events throughout the region, such as
the departure of the United States from
Iraq and overall progress in Tehran’s nuclear program, have acted as confirmation for the clerics and the elite military
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC) elements that “meta historical”
trends are going their way, he added.
“As Westerners, we ignore their
mindset – the Iranians feel that they
have Divine intervention helping
them,” explained Segall. “From their
point of view, Hamas could manage a
war against Israel. Hezbollah is growing militarily stronger. The [Bashar]
Assad regime remained in place despite
the Syrian civil war. Saddam Hussein
[Iran’s archenemy] was removed from
power. They feel that something big is
enabling them.”
As a result, Iran is becoming bolder,
said Segall. “The nuclear program is the
anchor that would allow Iran to position
itself in the role that it has defined for
itself. Becoming a nuclear state would
influence all of Iran’s tentacles in the
region.”
Examples of stepped-up Iranian

self-confidence can be found throughout
the Middle East. Segall pointed to the
Houthis in Yemen – armed with cruise
missiles, GPS-guided bomb boats and
drones, and hitting oil refineries in Saudi Arabia on a regular basis – and to the
activities of Iran in Syria, which continue despite a reported determined Israeli
campaign of preventative strikes.
“The Iranians feel that they are succeeding,” said Segall.
The Islamic Republic would like
to extend a nuclear umbrella over its
regionwide activities and those of
its proxies, he said, adding that Tehran has an organized strategy, unlike the West, on how to proceed.
A highly organized long-term strategy
“Iran’s bottom line is that it wants to
become a nuclear-armed state or a nuclear breakout state,” said Segall. To
that end, the way Iran-managed negotiations with world powers leading to the
2015 nuclear deal was part of a “highly
organized” push to eventually reach that
objective, one way or the other.
Unlike American or Israeli governments, the Iranian regime does not
change every number of years, and Tehran takes a very far look at the future,
argued Segall.
“It’s not the Iranian president who
decides this policy but rather, the permanent Supreme Leader, Ayatollah
Khamenei, and the IRGC. The Supreme
Leader is growing stronger within the
country. The election of Ebrahim Raisi as president is bringing the Supreme
Leader’s power to a peak. All of the
more pragmatic moderates are being
pushed aside. Perhaps [the current Foreign Affairs Minister Mohammed] Zarif
will be allowed to continue,” assessed
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Segall.
Ultimately, the election of the hardline Raisi as president means there is
now just a single front within Iran, according to Segall. “The West can’t say
that they have pragmatists to speak to,
such as [former president Mohammad]
Khatami, [outgoing president Hassan]
Rouhani or [former president Akbar
Hashemi] Rafsanjani. The West will
struggle to find someone in Iran it is
comfortable doing business with.”
Western policymakers, therefore, face
a new dilemma, said Segall. Will they
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continue to ignore the regime’s repression of ordinary Iranians, as exemplified
by the unrest in the southwestern province of Khuzestan, where people “are
begging for three liters of water?” And
will they reach a new nuclear agreement
with Iran that will reward the regime
economically? This, in spite of the fact
that the Biden administration and the
West “wave the flag of human rights as
a core tenet?” asked Segall.
It is also possible that attempts to revive the nuclear [agreement] will fail.
Whether or not a new deal is signed, the
flaws of the original 2015 deal are fully on display, he said, due to the speed
with, which Iran was able to return to
nuclear activity in recent months.
“Whether or not Iran goes back to
the 2015 agreement doesn’t matter to it.
Within a short time, they have proven
their nuclear knowledge, and they can
decide to advance their nuclear project
whenever they want,” he said. “In the
context of the 2015 deal, if it is revived,
the Iranians can manufacture a crisis
when they wish – claiming, for example, that insufficient numbers of Western businesses are dealing with Iran, or
complaining about their inability to export enough oil.”
Such a manufactured crisis could act
as Israel’s “get out” clause from the deal.
“The know-how cannot be taken
away from the Iranians,” said Segall.
“They know what to do, and how to do
(See Nuclear Page 3)
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Bill...

(Continued From Page 1)

ocrats joined House Republicans. Every
other Democrat voted yes on this critical
bill, demonstrating once again that the
vast majority of Congressional Democrats remain proudly pro-Israel.”
While Republicans in Congress also
support sending aid to Israel, a sticking
point in the bill was the removal of the
“Helms Amendment” for the first time
in more than half a century,” according
to The Hill.
The amendment blocked U.S. funds
for women’s health services worldwide
related to providing abortions.
The bill also provides funding for climate change and emissions reduction
programs, which was applauded in DMFI’s release.
“I could stop there and say this is a
good bill,” Rep. Hal Rogers (R-Ky.),
ranking member of the House Appropriations Committee said on the House
floor prior to the vote, after praising the
funding for Israel and other provisions
Republicans agreed with.
“Unfortunately, the spending increases outside of these critical areas are just
too great, and the policy riders are too
extreme,” he continued. “First and foremost are changes made to the longstanding measures that protect the sanctity of
life. These are commonsense provisions
that have enjoyed bipartisan support for
decades. Of greatest concern is the removal of the most important condition in
any State, Foreign Operations bill, that
no funds can be used to pay for abortion.
The removal of that language is unprecedented, but it doesn’t stop there.”
‘Restricting U.S. aid to specific purposes is also responsible’
The left-wing pro-Israel organization
J Street also celebrated news of the bill’s
approval but saw parts of it differently,

Nuclear...
celebrating the assistance given to the
Palestinians and funding for organizations working to promote multilateral diplomacy, in addition to the aid to Israel.
In a news release last Thursday, J
Street highlighted newly added provisions that would require the State Department to ensure that the funding is
being used in line with U.S. law and
national security policies, to prevent the
undermining of the prospects of a negotiated two-state solution.
“J Street will also continue to lobby for legislation to require stronger,
more specific transparency measures
and restrictions on the end uses of U.S.sourced military equipment, including
equipment bought with U.S. aid to Israel, to ensure that it cannot be diverted
to support acts of creeping annexation
or other violations of international law,”
the group said.
“Restricting U.S. aid to specific purposes – and enforcing such restrictions
– is also responsible, standard practice in
the context of U.S. assistance to foreign
countries. In the interest of fairness and
accountability, it is necessary to avoid a
double standard and ensure that Congress
and American taxpayers have due visibility into, and control over, how U.S. aid is
ultimately used by Israel, as well.”
Despite appearing in the bill for the
first time, the language was not a concern for AIPAC as the verification process by the State Department has already
been something that occurred anyway.
“We were in close consultation with
committee staff and the administration
throughout this process. We do not have
a concern about this language, which
merely codifies the current practice,”
AIPAC spokesman Marshall Wittmann
told JNS. HW

(Continued From Page 2)

it. If they’re not stopped, they will get to
where they want to go.”
The Biden administration recognizes
that Iran is shortening its nuclear breakout time quickly, he added, but ultimately, this recognition has not stopped Iran
from making progress, despite reported
acts of sabotage against Iranian nuclear
sites, often attributed by the Iranian regime to Israel.
Last week, Israel’s public state TV
broadcaster Kan 11 reported that Israel delivered a new alert to the United
States, according to which the Islamic Republic “is approaching nuclear
threshold state” status, meaning that it
is a country that gains the operational
ability to build nuclear weapons.
“The message was sent through a
number of conversations that senior Israelis held, including Foreign Minister
Yair Lapid, and Defense Minister Benny Gantz, with their American counterparts,” the report said.
In an interview to the BBC’s Persian
service, Gantz said last Tuesday that Israel has capabilities and means to attack
Iran’s nuclear program, “which I cannot
provide details about, and we are in a
high state of readiness to ensure that
Iran will not get nuclear weapons. I am
sure that the Iranian regime is aware too
of some of Israel’s capabilities.”
As Israel sounds the alert, the Iranians
are still continuing on in their long-term
journey aimed at hegemony.
“The Iranians proved that they
could survive [former President Donald] Trump, the biting sanctions and
all of the economic prices they had to
pay. This achievement can’t be taken away from them,” said Segall.
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‘We don’t know where the Iranians
stand’
Borrowing a phrase from the late U.S.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld,
Segall expressed concern about the “unknown unknowns” of the Iranian nuclear program.
On July 7, the military open-source
defense intelligence company Janes
and the Center for International Security and Cooperation at Stanford
University released an assessment of a
nuclear site in Iran that is under construction. Janes described the site as a
likely “underground centrifuge assembly facility located southwest of Iran’s
existing Uranium Enrichment Complex at Natanz.”
“Each time, a new previously unknown site is exposed. I am mainly concerned that we don’t know where the
Iranians stand,” said Segall.
He raised the “big question of the two
stop clocks” – one that counts down to
the time that the Iranian regime collapses, and the second that counts down until Iran becomes a nuclear-armed state.
“It’s not possible to know which watch
will count down to zero first,” said Segall. “One can’t make a gamble on this.”
Asked what Israel’s options are in
light of these developments, he said that
it “is doing and did many things to stop
the Iranian nuclear program.”
At the same time, the momentum for
forming an anti-Iranian regional alliance between Israel, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain appears to be decreasing, acknowledged
Segall. “The Saudis themselves do not
know where things are going. In the
end, Israel will continue to do what it
does in all sorts of ways.” HW
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New Jewish Hospice Offers Memphians Comfort
By Shoshana Cenker

While Memphis offers many Jewish-specific benefits for our thriving
Jewish community – schools, synagogues, counseling services, funeral
homes, sports leagues, to name a few
– the one important service we haven’t
had is a Jewish hospice organization.
And that’s pretty surprising, considering the critical end-of-life traditions and
rituals for Jewish people.
So, with support and guidance from
the Memphis Jewish Home & Rehab
(MJHR) board, MJHR Executive Director Bobby Meadows, and the National Institute for Jewish Hospice, three
Memphians decided to do something
about it.
Under the auspices of Hospice of
Hope, Unity Hospice – the new Jewish
hospice – was envisioned. Partners and
co-owners Nathan Lubin, Patricia Sherman, CEO, and Kristan Perkins, COO,
put in the time and effort to take the idea
to reality.
The first big step was securing a
“Certificate of Need” (CRN) for Shelby County. For several months, the
partners worked with a local attorney,
rabbis, and other Jewish faith leaders
to gather details proving the need for a
Jewish hospice.
In December 2020, the group, including a Jewish community member who
shared his personal story of needing a
Jewish hospice for the end-of-life rituals
when his mother passed away, presented
its case to a State of Tennessee healthcare committee.
The group’s hard work paid off with
the State of Tennessee granting the
needed CRN. But there was even more
to be done.
The State also had to verify that the
hospice office was complying with policies and procedures, personnel, and other requirements, and confirm it was formally prepared to admit patients or offer
care in patients’ home. The group passed
that survey and was officially awarded a
License to Provide Hospice Care.
The first Jewish Unity Hospice patient
was cared for beginning in April 2021.
When three patients were under the direct care of Hospice of Hope, the State
conducted another survey, which they
passed with no deficiencies in May 2021.
Unity Hospice was also awarded Medicare Certification, which enables them to
bill for any patients who have Medicare.

Now, Unity Hospice can care for patients at a facility, like MJHR, in addition to patients’ homes.
After becoming licensed, the group
also applied for an in-patient residential facility certificate, which includes
respite and general in-patient (GIP)
care. At the end of June, in a unanimous
vote, the State of Tennessee awarded
the group a Certificate of Need to open a
residential hospice house with 18 beds,
which is still in planning stages.
Currently, Unity Hospice personnel
are caring for some patients at MJHR.
“MJHR sees the need for a specifically Jewish Hospice, and a general
need for good, quality hospice care,”
explained Bobby. “MJHR has offered
end-of-life care, plus support from our
chaplain Rabbi Abe Schacter-Gampel,
but the Jewish Hospice provides even
more services with additional nurses
and extra care for several days. MJHR
has had a great relationship with the
Unity Hospice and hopes to see our relationship continue to grow.”
“Often as someone approaches the
end of life, they or their loved ones
begin to wonder about life’s important
questions with a certain type of urgency,” said Rabbi Schacter-Gampel, who
also serves as rabbi of Hospice of Hope.
“These questions can lead to moments
of healing when the individual encounters a medical team that is trained to
support them. Many Jewish individuals
find comfort when someone understands
their cultural and religious background
and appreciate when their specific spiritual needs are met.”
“Working closely with local rabbis
and MJHR, we want to provide care for
people by those who understand religious and cultural practices. MJHR sets
the standard – it’s the best of the best.
Our goal is to meet those same standards,” explained Nathan. “Memphis
has been lacking a Jewish hospice – it’s
a strength for our city, community, and
economy. Before people move to Memphis, that’s something they’d want to
know we have. We’re looking forward
to offering this new service.”
The partners are incredibly grateful
for the help and support they received
during the CRN process and continue
to receive as patients are treated – from
members of the Memphis Jewish community to local physicians serving on

their hospice committee, including its
medical director Dr. Joe Weinstein.
“Bobby at MJHR was truly an inspiration. He gave us confidence to get the
certifications,” said Pat. “He’s absolutely wonderful. It really took everybody
pulling together to get here. We had to
collect pages and pages of documents,
budgets, proof – it’s been a labor of love
from everyone involved.”
As the word gets out about the new
Jewish Hospice, the team continues to
offer specialty care for patients’ end of
life and is also working on getting approval to bill with Medicaid.
Unity Hospice also offers palliative
care for those who are not ready for hospice but have an end-of-life diagnosis.
“Rather than focus on dying, we focus
on living and quality of life,” said Nathan. “People can still enjoy life with
chronic or incurable disease.”
“When we see suffering, we know
there’s a solution,” adds Pat. “That’s
our specialty – proper care for those
who have traditions, rituals, and special
needs.”
When Raymond Shainberg, of blessed memory, passed away recently, his
daughter, Robin, wished this service
had been available sooner. “My father
died suddenly,” she said. “However, if
he had survived that day, he would have
been extremely ill. I know for sure, if he
ended up in hospice, a Jewish hospice
would have been better for him. If you
are born a Jew, raised a Jew, live as a
Jew, you should be able to die as a Jew.
Being in a place that you and your family feel a Jewish identity and feel close to
G-d is very important.”
And Ricky Kamph expressed his
thanks. “My family would like to express our heartfelt gratitude for the kindness and compassion we experienced at
the Hospice of Hope during our mother’s final days. We are especially appreciative of the meticulous attention to
Jewish rituals and customs they provided during this very trying time. It was
a tremendous source of comfort and solace for our family.”
Thanks to the tremendous efforts of
all of those involved in this extremely
sensitive endeavor, Jewish Memphians
will now have the end-of-life care that
includes the important rituals our faith
requires. For more information about
Unity Hospice, call 901.756.7322. HW

Canada will spend $5M to strengthen security at Jewish
institutions, Justin Trudeau tells antisemitism summit
By David Lazarus

MONTREAL (JTA) – Amid an unprecedented number of antisemitic incidents in Canada, the government is set
to spend more than $5 million to shore
up the security of the nation’s Jewish
community institutions.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau made
the announcement last Wednesday at a
special virtual national “summit” on antisemitism.
The new funding is part of his government’s Security Infrastructure Program
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to bolster the safety of at-risk minorities.
A main message at the conference was
that good intentions won’t be enough to
rid the world of one of its oldest scourges.
According to B’nai Brith Canada,
more than 2,600 antisemitic incidents
took place in Canada in 2020, a fifth
consecutive record-setting year. Some
44% of them appeared to be related to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the group
said.
“The rise in hate-motivated crimes
against the Jewish community in the
past few months is not only alarming,
it’s completely unacceptable,” Trudeau
said. “As Jewish Canadians, too many
of you have told me you’re feeling isolated and vulnerable.”
Trudeau was among the number of
prominent voices heard at the conference, which was chaired by Diversity
and Inclusion Minister Bardish Chagger
and former Justice Minister Irwin Cotler. Along with the many government
officials, the participants included Jew-
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Congressman
Kustoff
Introduces the
DO NOT Call
Act
Bipartisan Legislation to
Deter Robocalls
WASHINGTON, DC – On Aug. 3,
2021, Congressman David Kustoff (TN08) and Congresswoman Deborah Ross
(NC-02) introduced the Deter Obnoxious, Nefarious, and Outrageous Telephone Calls (DO NOT Call) Act. This
is bipartisan legislation that will deter
robocalls by creating stricter penalties
for companies and individuals who engage in the intentional harassment of
consumers.
“I have heard from countless people
throughout West Tennessee who are tired
of receiving harassing robocalls. That is
why I joined Congresswoman Deborah
Ross in introducing the DO NOT Call
Act. This bill would give more authority
to our judicial system to protect Americans from being scammed and defrauded, and further deter bad actors from
placing these calls in the first place,”
said Congressman Kustoff. “This legislation provides added protections to
prohibit robocalls and builds upon the
TRACED Act, which I was proud to
introduce last Congress and was signed
into law. I urge my colleagues to swiftly
pass the DO NOT Call Act to build on
the success of the TRACED Act and put
an end to these scams.”
“Robocalls have skyrocketed in the
past few years, posing serious threats to
consumers – especially to older Americans. With a changing technological
landscape, malicious actors and companies are increasingly able to extract sensitive personal information to defraud
and scam victims,” said Congresswoman Ross. “It’s deeply concerning just
how widespread robocalls are in North
Carolina and beyond. There is an urgent
need for Congressional action to protect
consumers, to deter predatory robocalls,
and to hold individuals and companies
accountable. I am proud to introduce
this bipartisan legislation with Representative Kustoff and will continue
working with my colleagues in the Senate to see it become law.” HW

ish advocacy organizations, the Black
community, educators, law enforcement
and students.
Annamie Paul, the Black-Jewish
leader of Canada’s Green Party, told
the conference that her support of Israel
has led to a barrage of antisemitic hate
against her.
Trudeau noted in his remarks that
measures already taken by his government to fight hate included naming
Cotler as a special envoy to further
Holocaust education and adopting the
working definition of antisemitism developed by the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance.
Cotler said in a published interview
that the summit was “timely” and “necessary,” but that action needs to follow
words.
“It can’t be just a one-time discussion,” he said. “It will have to be an
action plan that is developed and implemented as a result of the discussion.”
A related summit on Islamophobia
was scheduled for Thursday. HW
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Record-breaking aliyah from North America projected for 2021,
with 5,000 expected to make the Israel move

Alex, Yves and Sarih Bettan, from Englewood, N.J., are part of a
pandemic-era wave of immigrants to Israel from North America.
Credit: Yonit Schiller

By Renee Ghert-Zand

(JTA) – Leah and Yehuda Smolarcik
are moving to Israel from Chicago with
their four children this summer. The
challenges over the past year and a half
of COVID convinced them not to put
off reaching for their dream any longer.
“My husband and I met in Israel while
living there temporarily after college,
and we always hoped to return as immigrants,” Leah said. “The pandemic
made us realize that there is no sure or
stable thing anywhere, so we felt now
was the time to make the move.”
The Smolarciks are far from alone in
seizing the moment.
Approximately 5,000 people are expected to immigrate to Israel from North
America in 2021, a 42% increase over
the annual average, according to Nefesh
B’Nefesh, which coordinates North
American immigration to Israel, known
as aliyah.
Such numbers would mark a historic
high for aliyah from North America.
Over 2,000 olim – 1,000 in August
alone – are expected to arrive in Israel
this summer on 40 group flights organized by Nefesh B’Nefesh, which facilitates and assists with immigration from
North America in partnership with Israel’s Ministry of Aliyah and Integration,
the Jewish Agency for Israel, Keren
Kayemeth LeIsrael and JNF-USA.
Since the beginning of the global pandemic in March 2020, more than 18,000
aliyah applications have been opened
and some 16,000 unique households
have attended online informational
events run by Nefesh B’Nefesh.
The major increase in aliyah is due
to a number of factors. Young people,
families and even retirees are reordering
their life priorities amid the experience
of the pandemic. Israel’s relatively successful management of the pandemic
has cast a more positive light on life
in the country. Not only was Israel a
global leader in vaccine rollout and endured a much lower fatality rate than the
United States – both per capita and per
COVID-19 infection – but the country’s
socialized health care system proved invaluable during the pandemic.

The normalization of remote work
has opened new opportunities for people who want to move and keep their
jobs. Some university students are also
moving to Israel now with plans to
complete their degrees through distance
learning online.
“Young people see Israel as a skillsbased society and are choosing to launch
themselves here instead of staying in
North America and following more
conventional career tracks,” said Marc
Rosenberg, vice president for Diaspora
partnerships at Nefesh B’Nefesh.
Internet entrepreneur Eli Cohen, 27,
said he saw no reason to stay any longer in Los Angeles deciding after a 2019
Birthright Israel trip that he wanted to
make Israel his home. Having joined a
July aliyah flight, he plans on living in
the Tel Aviv area, where there is a lively
singles social scene.
Cohen’s ability to work anywhere
with a laptop and smartphone made the
move possible.
“I can work from anywhere in the
world with an internet connection,” Cohen said. “And I do business with multiple Israeli companies, so it makes sense
to be in an area where there’s a lot of
connections to be made.”
Leah Smolarcik, 39, is also taking
advantage of the opportunity to make

a U.S.-level salary while working remotely from Israel. A medical biller and
office administrator at a mental health
center, she approached her boss about
working from Israel and he assented.
Her husband, a clinical psychologist
focused mainly on social-emotional
testing for children, as well as geriatric
testing, will search for a job after getting
settled. Smolarcik said he is open to employment in different fields, too.
“Even just two years ago, 90% of
olim started their job search after arriving here,” Rosenberg said. “Now only
about 60% do so because of the increase
in opportunities to keep their existing
jobs and work remotely.”
Aliyah numbers are up as well because a greater number of families with
older children are moving, according
to Rosenberg. Before the pandemic,
the vast majority of the families immigrating were young couples with no
children or young children. Since the
pandemic, there are more parents with
established careers coming with their
children in upper elementary grades and
high school.
The Smolarciks’ oldest son is 16 and
heading into 11th grade. The family will
live in a Jerusalem suburb, and he will
attend YTA, a yeshiva high school for
English speakers in the capital city.
“We didn’t want to wait until any of
our kids were old enough to opt out of
coming with us to Israel,” Leah Smolarcik said.
Another change since the pandemic is increased interest in immigration
among retirees whose children still live
in North America rather than almost exclusively among retirees following their
adult children to Israel.
Naomi, 67, a retired nurse who for
privacy reasons asked that her last name
be withheld, will make aliyah this summer from Woodmere, New York, along
with her husband. They plan to buy an
apartment in either the coastal city of
Netanya or Jerusalem.
After several years of regularly
spending about two months per year in
Israel, Naomi said she and her husband
are ready to make it their primary home.

With the option of spending part of the
year back in New York with their three
children and eight grandchildren, they
don’t see any reason not to make their
long-held aliyah dream come true.
Naomi said she looks forward to her
American grandchildren coming to
study in Israel after high school and being able to spend time with them.
Chaim Reiss, 73, also takes comfort
in knowing that his grandchildren will
come and study in Israel after he and
his wife, Phyllis, make aliyah in August
from Boca Raton, Florida. The couple
lived for many years in Far Rockaway,
New York, before retiring from their
jobs in business and accounting for major Jewish organizations and moving to
the Sunshine State a year ago.
By keeping their apartment in Florida, Reiss and his wife plan to maintain a
foothold in North America, where their
five children, many grandchildren and
one great-grandchild live.
“The family used to come to us for
holidays in the U.S., and we hope they
can come be with us in Israel,” Reiss
said. “In addition, we hope to see them
when we use our Florida home during
the winter months.”
For decades, Reiss made two trips to
Israel per year as part of his work. But
making aliyah was never something he
and his wife felt they could do because
of career and financial reasons.
Now they are ready to make their
principal home the Jerusalem apartment
they purchased four years ago in anticipation of their eventual aliyah.
“As a Jew, I have always believed that
my place is in Israel. Now is the time to
act on that belief,” Reiss said. “I have no
more excuses.”
This article was sponsored by and
produced in partnership with Nefesh
B’Nefesh, which in cooperation with
Israel’s Ministry of Aliyah, The Jewish
Agency, KKL and JNF-USA is minimizing the professional, logistical and social obstacles of aliyah, and has brought
over 65,000 olim from North America
and the United Kingdom for nearly two
decades. This article was produced by
JTA’s native content team. HW
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Simcha
Eli Guo Cooper

Corey Cooper and his wife, Bella
Guo, are excited to share the news of the
birth of their son, Eli Guo Cooper. Born
7/31/2021 in Hong Kong. He weighed

8lbs.12 oz. and was 20.5 inches at birth.
Corey, formerly of Germantown,
Tenn., was a member of Temple Israel, MeFTY and Boy Scout Troop 25.
He was also president of BBYO Peres.
Corey graduated from Houston High
School, George Washington University, and received his master’s degree at
Hong Kong University.
His proud parents, Bonnie and Alan
Cooper, (now living in Flat Rock,
N.C.), are anxious to make the journey
to Hong Kong to visit their first grandchild. HW

Guess which faith group is most
likely to be vaccinated?
By Arno Rosenfeld

This article previously appeared in
Forward.
As public health experts fret over a
stalling COVID-19 vaccine campaign in
the U.S., a new survey suggests they don’t
have to worry about American Jews.
Jews have the lowest levels of vaccine “hesitancy” of any religious group
in the country, according to a report released Tuesday by the Public Religion
Research Institute, with 85% vaccinated
or planning to get the shot – compared
to 71% of all Americans.
The willingness of most Jews to get
vaccinated against the deadly virus has
remained remarkably consistent since
it became widely available earlier this
spring. While every other religious
group polled by PRRI saw at least a
10% increase in the number of vaccine
“accepters” since March, the share of
Jews willing to be inoculated has not
budged over the last four months.
“It is an indication that there is a ceiling,” said Natalie Jackson, director of
research at PRRI. “Eight-five percent
may be the top of what we can get with
asking people to voluntarily get these
vaccinations.”
The only change among American
Jews between March and June, when
the survey was conducted, has been
among the 15% of Jews not interested in
the vaccine, with the share who say they
will refuse to get the vaccine even if it
is required increasing from 5% to 7%.
Some Jews, including some in the Orthodox community, fear receiving the
vaccine because of unsubstantiated rumors that they cause infertility.
“Fears about the vaccine and fertility
have caught on in the Orthodox community like wildfire,” Dr. Bat-Sheva Lerner
Maslow told the New York Times in June.
But many Jewish leaders have been
staunch advocates for vaccination, and
used their actual and virtual pulpits to
encourage followers to get the shot.
Rabbi Micah Peltz, who wrote an oped in January calling the COVID-19
vaccine “a Jewish imperative,” said he
was heartened by the PRRI data.
“It’s what I hoped,” said Peltz, who
leads Temple Beth Sholom in southern
New Jersey.
There has been significant growth in
vaccine acceptance among certain faith

communities between March and June,
including Hispanic Catholics – 80%
were willing to be vaccinated in June,
compared to 56% three months earlier
– and Black Protestants, with 66% open
to the vaccine in June, a 49% increase
from June.
Jackson said this showed that many
of the people who said they were waiting for more information before getting
vaccinated were sincere and that outreach by religious leaders can make a
significant difference.
“If a religious organization puts on an
informational forum and says, ‘We trust
these people to come tell you the truth
about these vaccines,’ that says something,” Jackson said. “That’s a bigger
source of trust than seeing an ad on television.”
Peltz said he was vaccinated in January as part of an effort by a local hospital system to provide the shots to clergy
with the hope that it would make others in the community more comfortable
with the shots. He said most of the 800
families at Temple Beth Sholom were
eager to be vaccinated and that the synagogue is planning to require proof of
vaccination to attend high holiday services in September, both for safety reasons and as a statement of values.
“It sends a really important message,”
Peltz said. “If we take vaccination as a
mitzvah, which I do, then we should be
clear about that.”
The White House fell just short of a
target of vaccinating at least 70% of U.S.
adults by July 4, which epidemiologists
believe would help create herd immunity and stop the spread of COVID-19.
The disease had ebbed but spiked in
recent weeks, especially in parts of the
country with lower vaccination rates, in
large part because of the emergence of
the highly infectious delta variant.
The PRRI study, which was published last Tuesday, polled 5,851 people, including 142 Jews. The margin of
error was plus or minus 1.65 percentage
points for the entire survey. Jackson said
PRRI did not take into account variables
beyond religion, like political affiliation
or level of education, that might account
for the high rate of vaccination among
Jews. HW
Reprinted with permission Forward.
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Charitable giving
considerations for 2021
Provided by Mike Stein, Managing Director – Investments,
Wells Fargo Advisors
If the COVID-19 pandemic’s far-reaching impacts have you looking to enhance
your charitable giving, be sure to remember these tax-related considerations for
2021:
Cash gifts. A special rule for this year
allows taxpayers who do not itemize deductions to claim up to $300 ($600 for
joint filers) for gifts to qualifying charities.
If you do itemize, cash contributions
to qualified charities in 2021 might be
used to offset up to 100% of your adjusted gross income (AGI) (60% of AGI
for cash gifts to a donor advised fund or
30% for cash gifts to a private foundation).
This means that if you’re in a position
to make generous gifts, you may potentially offset all of your taxable income.
In addition, cash gifts could be used to
offset Roth IRA conversion income or
capital gains realized upon the sale of
real estate or a large position in a single
investment.
If you’re unable to itemize but would
like to, evaluate the possible impact of
bunching several years’ worth of charitable contributions into one year. This
may increase your itemized deductions
above the standard deduction threshold
so you can potentially receive a tax benefit for those gifts. Review your income
and deductions for the current year and
the next few years with your tax advisor
to determine what is the best timing for
those bunched contributions.
Qualified Chartitable Distribution
(QCD). For taxpayers age 70½ or older,
a QCD allows you to gift up to $100,000
per year directly from your IRA to qualifying charities.
QCDs are tax-free distributions and
count toward satisfying your required

minimum distribution (RMD). Remember that, while RMDs were waived for
2020, they must be taken for 2021.
No deduction is allowed for a QCD
since the distribution is not taxable.
This strategy is beneficial if you will not
itemize deductions this year. It could
also help you control your AGI, which
is used to determine many tax-related
limitations.
Note that the amount of the QCD you
are able to exclude from your income is
reduced by any deductible IRA contributions you make in the year you reach
age 70½ or after.
Stock gifts. Gifting stock directly to
charity rather than selling it and contributing the proceeds provides a current
tax benefit if you itemize deductions. In
addition, it lets you avoid capital gains
taxation on the stock’s appreciation if it
increased in value while you owned it.
Deductions for stock gifts are limited to
30% of AGI when contributing to public
charities.
Before employing any of these strategies, please contact your tax and financial advisors to help provide the best
outcome.
Wells Fargo Advisors does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult
with your tax and/or legal advisors before taking any action that may have tax
and/or legal consequences.
This advertisement was written by Wells
Fargo Advisors, and provided to you by Mike
Stein – Managing Director – Investments.
Investments in securities and insurance
products are: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT
BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY LOSE VALUE
Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name
used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC,
Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank affiliate of Wells Fargo &
Company.
© 2021 Wells Fargo Clearing Services,
LLC. All rights reserved. HW
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Biden to nominate Holocaust historian Deborah
Lipstadt as next anti-Semitism envoy
By Dmitriy Shapiro

(JNS) – After months of pressure from
Jewish communal organizations to appoint someone to the position, the Biden
administration nominated Deborah Lipstadt to serve as the U.S. special envoy
to monitor and combat anti-Semitism.
Lipstadt, 74, is the Dorot Professor of
Modern Jewish and Holocaust studies
at Emory University and author of numerous books on the subject. Her 2019
book “Anti-Semitism Here and Now” is
considered a primer on anti-Semitism,
according to the American Jewish Committee (AJC) and won the National Jewish Book Award that year.
“The Biden administration has chosen
wisely in appointing Deborah Lipstadt
to fill this ambassadorial post, so vital
to U.S. leadership in fighting anti-Semitism,” AJC CEO David Harris said in a
news release. “Professor Lipstadt is one
of this country’s – indeed the world’s –
foremost experts on modern anti-Semitism, its constant morphing and
multiple sources, and the current challenges to confronting it.”
The position was created by Congress
in 2004. Most recently, it was filled by
Elan Carr during the Trump administration. It was upgraded to the rank of
ambassador in the final months of the
administration and will require Senate
confirmation.
The position aims to raise consciousness both in the United States and internationally about the menace of anti-Semitism and urge governments and
institutions to take action to protect vul-

5782

nerable Jewish communities.
“I first met Deborah Lipstadt in 1990
when she was the resident scholar on a
trip to Poland and Israel. For decades,
she has served as both academic and
activist, inspiring policymakers to confront the harsh realities of anti-Semitism in our world and fight for justice,”
Rep. Brad Schneider (D-Ill.) said in a
news release. “I can’t imagine a better,
more qualified person to lead the United States’ efforts to combat anti-Semitism. Amid recent rising anti-Semitism
around the globe, Deborah Lipstadt will
lead with a vigorous moral clarity.”
Lipstadt was the target of a libel suit
from British Holocaust denier David Irving over how he was described in her
1993 book “Denying the Holocaust:
The Growing Assault on Truth and
Memory.”
The lawsuit lasted for five years until the London courts ruled in favor of
Lipstadt in April 2000. Lipstadt’s ordeal
made her the protagonist of the 2016
film “Denial,” where she was played by
British actress Rachel Weisz.
Lipstadt’s nomination was hailed by
numerous Jewish organizations, which
over the past months had been lobbying the White House to appoint a candidate as violent acts of anti-Semitism
have seen exponential growth in the
United States and the world, especially
in the aftermath of Israel’s conflict with
Hamas in May.
Last week, a swastika was discovered
etched in a wood panel of an elevator in-

Personal

side the State Department, not far from
where Lipstadt’s office will be.
Jewish Democratic Council of America CEO Halie Soifer, welcomed the
news last Friday.
“With anti-Semitism on the rise in
the U.S. and around the world, Dr. Lipstadt is absolutely the right person at the
right time for this critical role,” Soifer
said in a news release. “Dr. Lipstadt is
one of the leading global authorities
on anti-Semitism given her meticulous
scholarship, deep personal commitment
to the truth, and profound understanding
of the dangers of extremism.”
“We extend our sincere congratulations to Deborah Lipstadt upon her expected nomination to this critical State
Department post that comes at a time we
are witnessing a terrible surge in attacks
and threats committed against the global
Jewish community,” Nathan Diament,
executive director for public policy at
the Orthodox Union, said in a release.
“These range from assaults on individuals to legal assaults on fundamental
Jewish rites including Kashrut and Brit

Mila. While it’s unfortunate we need to
have such a position at the State Department, Prof. Lipstadt is certainly the best
person to fill this job.”
B’nai B’rith President Charles O.
Kaufman and CEO Daniel S. Mariaschin
also applauded the nomination in a joint
news release, where they called her eminently qualified for the post.
“She has devoted her professional
life to studying, teaching and writing
about the world’s oldest hatred and to
countering it on a global scale,” they
wrote. “B’nai B’rith looks forward to
working with Lipstadt as anti-Semitism
has spiked exponentially in the United
States and around the world, manifesting itself in many forms and variants,
oftentimes fueled by social media.
“It is vitally important that the U.S.
government, through the person of the
special envoy, continue to assume a
leadership position in the battle against
this alarmingly growing challenge. Lipstadt’s appointment is a most reassuring
indication that this will indeed be effectuated.” HW
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The Hot Dog

By Seth Feibelman

There is nothing like a juicy hot dog
on a sunny day. Spring, summer and fall,
hot dogs are a must at sporting events
and picnics. But where does the hot dog
come from and what are the differences?
It is impossible to nail down the exact date and person that invented the hot
dog. As with the invention of the modern cell phone, many people perfected
the art of a sausage held in bread over
the years. Sausage is one of the oldest
processed foods. People were eating
them as far back as the 9th century and
they are mentioned in texts such as Homer’s Odyssey.
German immigrants brought their
love of sausages to America in the
1800s. They were particularly fond of

DT

®

56-8900

“dachshund” sausages, which stood
for “little dog.” One story suggests the
name hot dog came from a cartoon that
depicted a dachshund in a bun during a
game at the New York Polo Grounds.
Another says the name came from the
students at Yale referring to sausage
wagons selling sausages in buns outside
the dorms. No matter where the name
originated, hot dogs are here to stay.
Everyone has a preferred hot dog.
From Hebrew National to Nathans, the
type of dog is just as important as the
toppings. Also, the bread makes a world
of difference. Do you like a soft roll or
a hard brioche? In 1871, the first Coney
Island hot dog stand sold 3,684 sausages on a milk roll during the first year of
business.
Hot dog toppings vary based on the region of the country you are in. Whether
you are at a baseball game, camping or
just cooking out with friends, it is good
to know these varieties. I once served
an Atlanta hot dog to a gentleman from
Michigan and could not believe his reaction when he ate the dog. It was like I
came from a different planet! HW
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America’s Favorites
We tried them all and couldn’t pick a favorite!
Don’t see your’s here? Take a photo and send it to
info@hebrewwatchman.com

From left to right:
Cleveland Polish Boy
Kielbasa with French Fries, BBQ
Sauce, and Coleslaw
Atlanta Dog
Chili, Cole Slaw and Vidalia Onions

Chicago Dog
Yellow Mustard, Pickle Relish,
Chopped Onion, Pickle Spear,
Peppers, and Tomato on a
Poppyseed Bun
New York City
Steamed Onions and Deli Mustard

Meet the artisanal gefilte fish purveyor who wants
you to eat more vegan food
By Shira Hanau

(JTA) – Jeffrey Yoskowitz isn’t exactly known as an advocate of vegan food.
The food writer and entrepreneur is
probably best known as the founder
of Gefilteria, which sells artisanal gefilte fish, or as the blogger behind Pork
Memoirs, a blog exploring taboos, Jewish and otherwise, surrounding the other
white (and decidedly not vegan) meat.
But even with that omnivorous past
Yoskowitz, 36, recently started Papaya,
an online food delivery platform offering fully plant-based meals from top
chefs at vegan and non-vegan restaurants. Collaborating with New York
City restaurants, the website will feature
weekly meal “drops”: a vegan meal prepared by different chefs will be delivered to your door.
The first drop featured a meal by Einat
Admony, the famed Israeli chef behind
the Manhattan restaurant Balaboosta,
delivered on July 29. The meal, which is
meant to feed one “generously” or two
for a light meal, costs $45.
While vegan food may sound like a
far cry from the classics of Ashkenazi
cuisine, like kugel (full of eggs), cholent (meat) and blintzes (milk, butter
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and cheese), Yoskowitz said vegetarianism has also had a historic role as part of
Ashkenazi food culture.
For Yoskowitz, who lives in Brooklyn’s Crown Heights and frequently writes about traditional Ashkenazi
foods, there’s almost always a historical
connection to his food choices.
“Yes, I am Mr. Ashkenazi food,” Yoskowitz said. “But what you don’t know
about me is that my grandmother was a
vegetarian.”
His grandmother’s family was strictly vegetarian and spent summers at the
Vegetarian Hotel (yes, that was its name)
in the Catskills. Established by a Jewish
family sometime before the 1920s, the
hotel in upstate Sullivan County offered
strictly vegetarian meals to a mostly
Ashkenazi Jewish clientele.
And at one time, Yoskowitz points
out, meat was a luxury for the average
Jew.
“In the Ashkenazi tradition, it’s a special occasion food, and for holidays,”
Yoskowitz said. “It was a very different
story than we see in the Jewish deli today.”
For the first meal with Admony, Papaya customers will get a hummus plate,

On the fence

about making a move

Don’t let fear keep you from reaching
your real estate goals.

Asian sesame eggplant and a cabbage
cake filled with freekeh, an ancient grain.
“Naturally, Balaboosta is doing a lot
of dishes that may not be intended to
be vegan or vegetarian, but they’re like
that because that’s the type of cuisine,”
said Admony, whose restaurant features
Middle Eastern cuisine.
Yoskowitz sees his new project as
part of a broader trend toward what he
calls “plant-forward” eating. The target
demographic for the project isn’t just
vegans, it’s those who are interested in
reducing their consumption of animal
products but want to do so with creative
meals. The project begins just a few
months after Eleven Madison Park, a
Michelin starred restaurant in Manhattan, announced it would forgo meat and
seafood.
“We call them plant-curious eaters
and people who are just trying to eat
more plants, who are trying to maybe
reduce the carbon footprints, who are
just being thoughtful about some of
their choices,” he said, counting himself
among them.
Yoskowitz views Papaya as a way to
challenge traditional restaurants to add
more creative vegan options while spot-
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lighting restaurants that are already vegan. He sees parallels between veganism
and the kosher rules: Both are punctilious in describing what is and isn’t allowed.
“What we’re trying to do is showcase
that within these constraints there are really creative ways of cooking and pushing cuisines forward,” he said. “Some
of the really inventive Jewish dishes
came about because of all of those constraints.”
For Rosh Hashanah, Yoskowitz plans
to prepare a Papaya meal with his Gefilteria partner Liz Alpern and Libby Willis, the chef at KIT in Crown Heights.
While the menu is being kept under
wraps, Yoskowitz said it would include
challah (made without eggs), as well as
dishes that incorporate mushrooms and
fermented vegetables.
While he wouldn’t comment on the
possibility of making a vegan gefilte fish,
Yoskowitz said substitutes for animal
products were not the point of Papaya.
“There’s one approach that’s ‘just
make it a Beyond Burger or beyond
something,’” he said. “And I’m trying
to actually push beyond that and try to
elevate the space.” HW
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A 20-year-old college student in Texas is
mapping every Manhattan address that used to
be a synagogue

Amy Shreeve developed the Twitter account “This Used to Be a
Synagogue” as a rhetoric and history major at the University of TexasAustin. (Courtesy)

By Andrew Silow-Carroll

(New York Jewish Week via JTA) –
Writer Luc Sante calls them the “ghosts
of Manhattan.” Those are the souls
of the poor and marginal people, now
dead, whose presence can be felt like
a shade in the history of now affluent
neighborhoods, “where they push invisibly behind it to erect their memorials in
the collective unconscious.”
Sante’s poltergeists came to mind after I stumbled on a strange little Twitter
account called “This Used to Be a Synagogue” (@OldShulSpots). Once a day
or so the account delivers a photograph
of some nondescript street view in Manhattan, with a tweet stating the address
and name of the congregation that used
to sit on the site.
That nail salon at 90 Clinton St.? That
used to be Linath Hazedeck Anshei Sadlikoff. The deli at E. 104th St.? Something called Mac’zikei Torath Kodesh.
I felt that if I stared at the photos long
enough the color would fade, and I’d
see spectral images of Jewish ancestors
entering these long-gone places after
dodging horse-drawn carts or steering
boxy automobiles with high fenders and
wide running boards.
Even the teeth-cracking names in the
old Ashkenazi spellings hinted at something both ancient and familiar, like
a cave drawing or the empty mezuzah
cases you see in medieval ghettoes.
For a time, the account didn’t explain much about who was behind it. I
assumed it was a white-haired amateur
historian of the Lower East Side or a
Jewish conceptual artist who was making a point about gentrification.
So I sent a direct message and soon
heard back from the creator, who identified herself as Amy Shreeve and agreed
to chat on the phone. Shreeve explained
that she started the account as an academic project in something called commemorative geography, which is the
study of memory and location. She said
that she was a history major and had accessed a public database from the Ackman & Ziff Family Genealogy Institute
at the Center for Jewish History in Manhattan.
The database listed over 1,000 names
and addresses of past and present Manhattan synagogues and Jewish organizations. Shreeve created a big spread sheet
and then “geocoded” a Twitter bot using
Google APIs and Python (I admit she lost
me at this point), scheduling the bot to automatically post Google Streetview photographs of the places where synagogues
and Jewish organizations used to be.
She said she was “originally curious
about naming patterns and mapping out
where people came from” and “really
interested in thinking about the geog-

raphy of Eastern Europe and see how
people organized in New York based on
where they originally came from.”
“So you’re a student?” I asked.
“At the University of Texas, in Austin.”
“Graduate school, I presume?”
“No, I’m an undergraduate. My major
is rhetoric and history.”
“Wait,” I asked. “How old are you?”
“I just turned 20,” Shreeve said. “It
was just last week, so I am not used to
saying that.”
So forget the white hair. And to cut to
the chase here, you can also forget the
Jewish part. Shreeve describes herself
as a descendant of Mormon pioneer immigrants on her father’s side and “Irish
famine immigrants” on her mother’s.
“This is honestly weirdly random
even for me personally,” she said. “I
have no family connections. I’m just a
big fan of Jewish history.”
And why is that?
“Because I am a huge fan of Yiddish,”
she said. “I needed to take a language
class. When I heard that my school in
Austin was teaching a language with
less than 2 million speakers, I thought
it was a rare and unique opportunity to
learn a niche language.”
Her professor was Itzik Gottesman,
whom it turns out I knew when he was
an editor at the Yiddish Forward and is
a notable figure in New York Yiddish
circles. Shreeve had read an article
that Gottesman had written about how
synagogues in Brooklyn had become
churches, gymnasia and YMCAs. For
a separate geography course, she decided to combine mapping with what she
learned in Yiddish class.
(Gottesman referred to Shreeve in an
email as a “star student.”)
On her own website, Shreeve explains
the impetus behind the project.
“People following this bot get regular
reminders that New York City used to be
… different. Different people lived and
gathered there and had a different way
of life,” she writes. “This bot encourages people to explore their own cities and
wonder ‘What used to be here? Who
gathered here?’”
I find the site addictive. Every address can lead you down a rabbit hole,
discovering along the way layers upon
layers of New York Jewish history. And
it is not just ghosts in empty sockets:
Occasionally there are signs of the original synagogues. At 317 E. 8th St. in the
East Village downtown, you can still see
the tall sanctuary windows and Star of
David motif that now provide a funky
historical motif for a condo owner’s living room. The Anshei Kalusz (people of
Kalusz, Ukraine) Lechetz Yosha building was sold to a developer by its Orthodox congregation in 2000 following

a battle with a rabbi and medical marijuana activist who had hoped it would
become a nondenominational worship
space for artists and other creatives. It
was the last synagogue in the once gritty
Alphabet City neighborhood.
At 58-60 Rivington St., plaques representing the Ten Commandments and
two roaring lions of Judah mark what
had once been the Warschuer (Warsaw)
Congregation, which itself had supplanted a congregation from Jassy, Romania. The original congregation had
hired a young architect to design the
current building in 1903. That architect,
Emery Roth, would go on to build various New York landmarks, including the
Ritz Hotel Tower and The Beresford.
Some 10,000 people attended the synagogue’s dedication.
After the Warschuers inherited the
building in what appears to have been
a hostile takeover, it became a favorite
for local celebrities, including the Gershwins, Sen. Jacob Javits and the comedian George Burns. Or at least that was
the shul they didn’t go to.
The neighborhood changed, and by
1973 the building was derelict. It was
bought by the artist and metalworker
Hale Garland in 1979 and apparently
still functions as an artist’s studio.
Happily, some of the addresses aren’t
ghosts at all. There is still a synagogue
at 137 E. 29th St. Congregation Talmud
Torah Adereth El says it has held services at the same location (albeit not the
same building) since 1863 – the longest
continuous service at the same site in
the city. New York’s oldest congregation, Shearith Israel, the Spanish and
Portuguese Synagogue, was established
in 1654, but it has only been in the same
location since … 1897.
And 308 E. 55th St., once known
as Chevra Bnei Leive and founded in
1906, is now Congregation Or Olam,
which became a Conservative synagogue in 1966.
And yet most of the tweets feature gas
stations, apartment buildings, housing
developments and churches where Jewish communities flourished, struggled
and eventually moved on, replaced by
other groups and institutions that represent the city’s never-ending process of
regeneration.
If there is a connection for Shreeve
between old Jewish New York and present-day Austin, it is in the experience of
immigrants.
“The demographics of New York are
different [than Austin], but you still see
how immigrants totally change the landscape,” she said. “Comparing the history of the Jewish people and Hispanics
and immigrant at large, you see how
history does have a tendency to repeat
itself.”
Shreeve has 1,016 entries in her database and said she expects the project
to wind up soon. She hopes to find records for the other boroughs, especially
Brooklyn, although a notoriously inept
remapping of Brooklyn’s streets in the
mid-1800s might make that project impossible.
She also hopes to get to New York
one day, perhaps when the pandemic is
really over.
“Looking at a map is not the same as
walking the streets and seeing that what
is currently a movie theater or a parking
lot once housed minyans or charity organizations,” she said. “I want people to
reflect on the space, and to think of the
immigrant stories and religion stories
that came from there.” HW
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OBITUARIES
Irma Sue Kohn Greenberg
Irma Sue Kohn Greenberg, 91, of
Germantown, Tenn., died July 30, 2021.
She was born on October 14, 1929, in
St. Louis, Mo. She was raised in Hayti,
Mo., and graduated from Washington
University. She also lived in Dyersburg,
Tenn.
She was predeceased by her husband,
Harold J. Greenberg. They were married for 65 years. She is survived by
her brother, Richard Kohn; and three
sons, Jay Greenberg (Phillis), Barry
Greenberg (Sharon) and David Greenberg (Dory). She is also survived by
seven grandchildren: Mason Greenberg,
Leah Greenberg, Alexandra Greenberg,
Maggie Strassburger, Polly Strassburger, Benjamin Greenberg and Michael
Greenberg. She is also survived by her
sister-in-law, Thelma Greenberg, and
nephews Barton Greenberg and Charles
Greenberg. She is also survived by her
pet, Allie. HW

Ben & Jerry
speak out:

(JTA) – The Jewish founders of Ben
& Jerry’s defended the ice cream company’s boycott of Israel’s West Bank
settlements in an op-ed in the The New
York Times.
Bennett Cohen and Jerry Greenfield,
who sold the company decades ago and
maintain no control over its operations,
wrote in an op-ed on July 28 that they
support Israel but oppose its policy of
building settlements in the West Bank.
They argued that it was praiseworthy
for a company espousing progressive
values to make the decision that Ben &
Jerry’s did.
“In our view, ending the sales of ice
cream in the occupied territories is one of
the most important decisions the company has made in its 43-year history,’ they
wrote, adding that the boycott should be
seen “not as anti-Israel, but as part of a
long history of being pro-peace.”
They also defended the company,
which is a Vermont-based subsidiary
of Unilever, against accusations of antisemitism and supporting the BDS
movement. “The decision to halt sales
outside Israel’s democratic borders is
not a boycott of Israel. The Ben & Jerry’s statement did not endorse the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement,” they wrote.
“That we support the company’s decision is not a contradiction nor is it
anti-Semitic,” they wrote. “In fact, we
believe this act can and should be seen
as advancing the concepts of justice and
human rights, core tenets of Judaism. As
Jewish supporters of the State of Israel,
we fundamentally reject the notion that
it is anti-Semitic to question the policies
of the State of Israel.”
Since the company announced the
West Bank boycott last week, Israeli officials and some American Jewish leaders have decried it as BDS or a boycott
of Israel, even though the Ben & Jerry’s
board and Unilever have both stressed
that the boycott does not apply to Israel’s recognized borders.
But many Israeli officials reject that
distinction. On July 28, 90 of the 120
members of Israel’s parliament, the
Knesset, signed a letter calling the action
a “decision to boycott towns and cities
in Israel,” condemning it as “shameful”
and “immoral.” After the letter was published, six left-wing lawmakers withdrew their signatures and implied that
they had not seen the letter’s final wording when they signed. HW
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Don’t forget the women
Editor’s note:
This story is being
reprinted in memory
of Ted Roberts in
appreciation of his
longtime service
as a newspaper
columnist.

By Ted Roberts

Have you ever noticed in our Chumash the huge positive prejudice toward women? It’s hard to miss – and yet
there’s a wave of scholars and kibitzers
who criticize us for our denigration of
the female species. A silly judgment that
ignores the surrounding world of 2000
BC and the cultural judgment that women were chattel. Into this storm of injustice Judaism introduced the notion that
Eve and her sisters were not like sheep
or goats, as was the view of pagan nations among whom we lived. According
to their primitive mores, the two top professional opportunities were scrubwoman and Temple prostitute. Pagan women
encountered in the antique annals of the
time compare poorly to our aggressive
matriarchs and others such as Sarah,
Rachael, Deborah, Huldah, Yael, and
Judith. (Huldah, a prophetess who could
tell you the score of the Notre Dame/S
Cal. Game Friday night, if she worked

on Shabbos – which she didn’t).
To restate simply, the Tanach and its
attitudes must be judged in its time –
not by today’s. You must not expect a
smart young lady to crash through the
glass ceiling and build the Temple or
lead the Israelites into battle. Amazons
they were not. And ceilings were steel,
not glass.
To revive an old, but apt expression,
generally they were “mothers in Israel.”
And consider their role as opposed to
the patriarchs. When it comes to plain
ol’ honesty and goodness, I’d take Jacob’s Rachel and Leah over Jacob any
day of the week. Morality/deeds, (is that
not what pleased G-d?).
True, his mother, Rebecca, has a fleeting flirtation with deception as to Isaac’s
inheritance, but we can forgive that
since it’s motivated by maternal love.
And Miriam who guided us through
the wilderness, certainly must have
pleased G-d over Aaron, who had his
weaknesses. Remember he had a fixation on golden calves when Moses was
out of town negotiating with the celestial King of Kings.
And talk about Moses – our peerless
leader whose morality is impeccable –
the most- saintly of the Pentateuchal
cast. Even Moses – if you compare him
to Zipporah – has a bad day or two. In
fact, you might say that this woman –

British government okays contested
Holocaust monument in London
By Cnaan Liphshiz

(JTA) – The British government has
approved a contested plan for a prominent Holocaust memorial center outside
Parliament in London.
Last Friday’s decision by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government means that the ambitious
project has cleared its final major bureaucratic hurdle about five years after
its inception.
The plans include 23 large bronze
sculptures and an underground learning
center to be built in Victoria Tower Gardens outside the Palace of Westminster,
which is the seat of the legislature of the
United Kingdom. The project will receive $105 million in government funding and is scheduled to be completed in
2025.
Opponents of the plan have raised
multiple objections, ranging from
landscaping objections and concerns it
would exaggerate Great Britain’s role

in rescuing Jews to fears it would be
targeted by terrorists and eclipse a nearby monument marking the abolition of
slavery.
Westminster Council, the local government of the London borough of
Westminster, last year blocked the project from gaining planning permission,
prompting the ministry to set up an inquiry commission. The ministry decided to go ahead with the project despite
the Council’s objection.
The Board of Deputies of British
Jews in a statement said it welcomes the
government’s approval for the project.
Among the project’s critics was Ruth
Deech, a Jewish member of the House of
Lords, the upper house of the British parliament. She said the location of the monument – a large park with few preexisting
facilities for a learning center – creates
unnecessary complications that risk making the project “ineffective.” HW
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lauded by Torah – daughter of a Priest
of Midian – not even a Jewess – has her
moment of triumph. She saves the life
of Moses when at the sight of a vengeful G-d, she abruptly circumcises their
son. This must be the most mysterious,
enigmatic series of verses in our holy
text. G-d seeks to kill Moses? (Why?
Because he didn’t circumcise Gershom,
say most scholars.) Remember he had a
killer job. After all, he had to satisfy our
stiff-necked ancestors. Constant meetings, tense parlays with Pharaoh, and
meetings with the Boss himself – you
didn’t want to be late for that appointment! Gershom’s circumcision? Maybe next week. Zipporah, in the midst
of this encounter, grabs a sharp flint
and performs the job of the Mohel and
flings the foreskin at “his” feet. Whose
feet? Moses? Or an anthropomorphic
G-d? “You are a husband of blood,” she
shrieks. Zipporah saves the day. A most
puzzling passage, which scholars have
indigestibly chewed upon for years. But
our present concern is to point out the
omnipotent role of women in our Bible.
And here is a significant example. Without Moses to guide them, our leaderless
ancestors may have ended up in Sudan.
Certainly not a land of milk and honey.
And some commentators say Moses
chose Zipporah because she was of a
desert tribe who knew the Sinai.
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Throughout our Chumash, women are
not only depicted with tenderness, but
importance. We have the sons of Jacob,
and we have his single daughter – Dinah. We meet Ruth the Moabite and her
unswerving loyalty to her mother-inlaw, clearly a text asking for tolerance
– even to Israel’s enemies. And let’s not
forget heroines like Yael and Judith and
the prophetesses like Deborah who basically judged the fledgling nation. We
value our women. May it continue. HW

Israeli premier: Iran behind fatal strike
on Israeli-managed ship in Arabian
Sea

Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett attends a cabinet meeting at the
Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem on July 25, 2021.
Credit: Photo by Marc Israel Sellem/POOL
(JNS) – Israeli Prime Minister Naftali
Bennett blamed Iran last Sunday for the
attack that left two dead on the Israeli-managed oil tanker in the Arabian Sea
last Thursday night.
Speaking during the weekly Security
Cabinet meeting, Bennett was quoted
by Maariv as saying that while Iran is
denying responsibility for the incident,
“I state here absolutely: Iran is the one
that carried out the attack on the ship.”
“The intelligence evidence for this
is there and we expect the international system to make it clear to the Iranian
regime that they have made a serious
mistake,” said Bennett, who called the
attack “cowardly” and “piratical.”
Regardless, he added, Israel knows
how to “convey the message to Iran in
our own ways.”
The Japanese-owned vessel Mercer
Street is managed by Zodiac Maritime
Ltd., a London-based company owned
by Israeli tycoon Eyal Ofer. It sails under a Liberian flag.
According to Zodiac Maritime’s website, when the incident occurred the vessel was in the northern Indian Ocean,
en route to Fujairah in the United Arab
Emirates from Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
with no cargo aboard.
A Briton and a Romanian died in the
attack, and AP reported that a hole had

been punched through the top of the
tanker’s bridge.
The U.S. aircraft carrier USS Ronald
Reagan and the guided missile destroyer USS Mitscher escorted the Mercer
Street to a safe harbor following the attack, the U.S. Fifth Fleet said in a statement last Friday.
“Upon arrival, U.S. forces determined
through clear visual evidence that an attack had occurred,” the statement said,
adding that initial findings indicated the
ship had been hit by a drone strike.
Iran and Israel have accused each other of multiple attacks on each other’s
vessels in recent months.
The Israeli-owned cargo ship Hyperion Ray sustained light damage in an
attack off the coast of the United Arab
Emirates, near Fujairah, on April 13. On
April 6, the Iranian ship Saviz, reportedly used by Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps as a command and surveillance ship, was reportedly struck in the
Red Sea by a limpet mine, causing damage and leaving the vessel stranded, but
causing no casualties.
In mid-March, U.S. sources told The
Wall Street Journal that Israel had attacked 12 ships illegally carrying Iranian oil to Syria since 2019, using weapons such as naval mines to damage the
vessels. HW
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2021 Emmys: All the Jewish nominees, from Jurnee Smollett to
Michael Douglas

From left: Brett Goldstein, Jurnee Smollett, Michael Douglas, Hannah
Einbinder and Tracee Ellis-Ross. Credit: Apple TV, Netflix, HBO

By Emily Burack

(JTA) – At the last Emmy Awards,
“Schitt’s Creek,” the comedy from Jewish father-son duo Eugene and Dan Levy,
swept the night, winning every comedy
category for its sixth and final season.
While there’s no big Jewish show to cheer
on for another powerhouse performance
this year, there’s still a bevy of Jewish nominees, which were announced.
Black Jewish actresses lead the way
Jurnee Smollett received her first
Emmy nomination, as lead actress in a
drama series, for her role in “Lovecraft
Country” starring as Letitia “Leti” Lewis. While the show won’t be returning
for a second season – and contained a
plot point that some viewers found antisemitic – the HBO horror show had 18
nominations.
As a child actress, Smollett made her
debut on “Full House.” Then she starred
in “On Our Own,” a 1994 ABC sitcom,
with her five siblings.
“We all were in the same school trailer. We would eat hot links and bagels for
breakfast every morning – very Black
and Jewish of us,” she joked.
Tracee Ellis Ross was tapped for
lead actress in a comedy series for her
role in “black-ish.” It’s her fifth nomination; she’s never won. Ross recently
announced a docuseries with Oprah,
“The Hair Tales,” about Black hair and
a “love letter to Black women.”
British Jewish actress Sophie Okonedo, who calls herself a “Jewish Nigerian
Brit,” received a nod for best guest actress in a drama series for “Ratched,” a
Netflix prequel to “One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest.” She plays Charlotte
Wells, a patient with dissociative identity disorder at Nurse Ratched’s hospital.
And Maya Rudolph scored her seventh and eighth Emmy nominations
for her guest appearances on “Saturday
Night Live” – for the episode she hosted
and portraying Vice President Kamala
Harris over the course of the season. She
was nominated as well for her voiceover
performance as Connie the Hormone
Monstress in the puberty-themed (and
very Jewish) animated comedy “Big
Mouth.” Last year she won in both categories.
“Big Mouth,” co-created by the

Debbie Rosenthal

Jewish comedian Nick Kroll and his
friend, Andrew Goldberg, also was
nominated for best animated show.
Jewish comedies
“The Kominsky Method,” starring
Jewish actor Michael Douglas, returned
for its third and final season in May –
but not with Alan Arkin, the show’s other Jewish star.
“The less work I get, the better my
health,” the 87-year-old Arkin said.
“The stress in the marketplace is enormous and my system has a fast reaction.
I can’t deal with stress anymore.”
Even without Arkin, the show still
garnered six nominations, including
nods for Douglas as lead actor, Morgan
Freeman and Jewish actor Paul Reiser
as guest actor and supporting actor, respectively, and best comedy series.
And “Hacks,” the new comedy series
from HBO Max starring Jean Smart and
Jewish comedian Hannah Einbinder, received nominations in four major comedies: best comedy series, lead actress for
Smart, supporting actress for Einbinder
and supporting actor for Carl Clemons-Hopkins. The show is from “Broad
City” writers Paul Downs, Lucia Aniello and Jen Statsky.
Einbinder, the daughter of Jewish comedian Laraine Newman, told Nylon
Magazine, “I want to do any comedy
that feels authentic and good and meaningful. I have totally readjusted my view
of what TV and film can be as a comedy
medium. I will always be doing standup. Until I reach an age where I’m just
complaining at which point I will remove myself, as we all should.”
And while there’s nothing much Jewish about the breakout Apple TV hit
“Ted Lasso” starring Jason Sudeikis, it
features British Jewish actor Brett Goldstein as soccer team captain Roy Kent.
Goldstein received a nomination for best
supporting actor in a comedy series –
helping “Ted Lasso” garner a total of 20
nominations, leading the comedy pack.
Jew-ish dramas
The smash hit Netflix regency romance
“Bridgerton,” based on Jewish romance
author Julia Quinn’s series, scored 12
nominations – including for best drama
and lead actor for Regé-Jean Page.
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“I’m Jewish, and when I would read
a book and one of the characters would
be Jewish, I’d be like, ‘Oh, that’s me.’
And it was very powerful,” Quinn said
of the diverse casting of the show. “And
so now I feel like I’m able to start to
extrapolate that and be like, ‘You know
what, everybody needs that.’”
The second season of “The Boys,” the
anti-superhero show on Amazon Prime,
received six nominations, including for
best drama. “I realized what a perfect
metaphor this was for the exact second
we’re living in,” Jewish showrunner
Eric Kripke told The New York Times.
“For this world, where authoritarianism
and celebrity are combined and fascism
is packaged through social media.”
As Lior Zaltzman wrote on Kveller, “‘The Boys’ isn’t a very Jewish
show – but that doesn’t make its exploration of Nazism any less poignant.
While it alludes to the history of the
Holocaust, it is much more interested in how Nazi ideology takes form
and spreads in these modern days.”
Other notable Jewish nominees
Dan Levy isn’t done with the Emmys
just yet: The “Schitt’s Creek” star was

nominated for guest actor in a comedy
series for his turn hosting “Saturday
Night Live” earlier this year.
HBO’s “Oslo,” a film adaptation of
the Tony Award-winning play about the
behind-the-scenes maneuvering that led
to the Oslo Accords peace agreement in
1993, is nominated for best TV movie.
In 2017, the play won Tony Awards as
best new play and best lead actor.
Jewish multi-hyphenate talent Daveed Diggs scored a nod for supporting
actor in a limited series or TV movie
for his portrayal of Marquis de Lafayette and Thomas Jefferson in the smash
“Hamilton.” Diggs has already won a
Tony and Grammy for the role. (“Hamilton,” which premiered on Broadway in
2016, debuted on Disney+ during summer 2020 and received 12 total nominations.)
“Top Chef” Jewish co-host Gail Simmons received her second Emmy nomination for best host of a reality show
alongside co-hosts Padma Lakshmi and
Tom Colicchio.
The 73rd Primetime Emmy Awards
will air Sept. 19 on CBS and Paramount+. HW
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How I found my own atypical Jewish community after converting
How do you find community where there is none? It turns out, you have to grow one yourself.

Credit: Sumiko Scott/Getty Images

By Quiara Hazelwood

This story first appeared on alma.
A good rabbi will tell you that after
conversion, and at many points in your
Jewish life, there are going to be peaks
and valleys. Sometimes you will feel
high on life and engaged with your Judaism; other times you will feel things
are kind of bleak and isolating. I had a
good rabbi, so I knew a low point was
probably on the horizon and I vowed to
be ready for it.
I was not ready.
I live an hour and a half away from
my synagogue. Being isolated isn’t actually new, but things were easier during
the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Everyone was isolated. Everyone was
attending temple by Zoom and feeling
distanced from the heart of the community. We were alone, but we were alone
together.
But then things began to open up.
When things opened up, people were

attending services in small numbers
while masked and practicing social distance. I was still attending via Zoom.
I’d planned to attend my temple once a
month to establish connections, but then
there was an infrastructure failure between where I am and where it is, making the trip impossible. I began to feel
the isolation more deeply. I was alone
… alone.
I began to feel like I was in a metaphorical wilderness, much like the people of Israel in the literal wilderness.
The Israelites moaned about returning
to Egypt because while it was bad, at
least it was familiar. When feeling like I
didn’t have a physical community, I had
a fleeting thought of attending a church
I’d been part of just to be around people
and things I understood and had once
embraced. It wasn’t right for me, but at
least it was familiar. As a convert, having to learn to speak the language of Ju-

daism can be isolating as well. Beyond
that, Judaism is a communal religion; it
doesn’t bloom in the desert of isolation.
But how do you find community
where there is none? It turns out, you
have to grow one yourself.
I found Jews on social media, many
of whom were also isolated, either by
the ongoing pandemic or by disability or
by living too far from a synagogue. But
there were also Jews involved in local
communities. There were Jews of nearly
every denomination and level of observance! I began to connect with them and
to have a greater appreciation for those
with whom I’d already connected. There
were Jews telling Jewish jokes, Jews
engaging in serious study and teaching,
Jews having fights about Jewish foods
– there was Jewish life happening right
in front of me and I hadn’t seen it. I embraced it wholeheartedly.
On Twitter, I found #jwitter/#jtwitter
(and an ongoing joke about the schism
between the people who use one hashtag
over the other). I started a message group
for converts and prospective converts to
bond as I’d recently finished my conversion. On Facebook, I found groups for
celebrating Jewish life, including many
celebrating specifically queer Jewish
life. I found cooking groups where I’ve
learned to make cholent and improve
my challah. I found groups sharing Jewish memes and even photos of Jewish
cats.
I also reached out to my rabbi and
talked about the feelings of isolation.
He encouraged me not to shy away from
mourning my past tradition and current
isolation, even using the metaphor of
shiva, sloshim and yahrzeit (Jewish
mourning rituals) to acknowledge the
loss of the community I’d had and the
lack of community I currently felt. It’s
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important to mourn, but to place boundaries around the mourning and not to let
it consume you. I wrote about my experiences. I began to blog about them and
found people who felt similarly among
those who read it.
I contacted my synagogue. I learned
it’s incredibly important to advocate for
yourself at your temple. Reach out for
rabbinical support, ask about continuing
distance services and learning opportunities. Ask if there’s a program for isolated members to connect them to the
life of the temple. Stay as involved as
you can. If there isn’t one local to you,
consider broadening your search and
cultivate a relationship with one further
out. I found that my synagogue planned
to continue broadcasting Kabbalat Shabbat services and to continue offering Torah study by Zoom indefinitely. I found
my rabbi to be open to conversations
about how I’m doing spiritually while
isolated. I found out there would continue to be Jewish education by Zoom and
Facebook Live. I could connect.
I began seriously to engage with Jewish content on a deeper level. I asked my
rabbi for reading suggestions. I filled
my bookshelf with books about Jewish
history, contemporary Jewish life, Jewish humor, Jewish cooking. I began to
explore joining a chevre kadisha (Jewish burial society). I listened to Jewish
music. I grew my Jewish identity. Staying in touch with Jewish material rooted
me in my identity. If I had to be a Jew
alone, I resolved to be the most Jewish
Jew I could be.
Eventually, the feelings of isolation
waned. I began to feel comfortable with
my atypical community. I valued them
for what they were and accepted what
they couldn’t be. Most of all, they – and
I – continue to grow. HW

